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Sunday Newsletter #2
Thanks to everyone who contacted us with such positive feedback
regarding the inaugural CMN Newsletter. This one will be short, with
less words and a few more links.
The main CMN news is that we have written a letter to the TGA to raise
concerns about the ongoing ban of Hydroxychloroquine despite the
growing evidence for its safety and efficacy for treatment of early
Covid illness.
This issue will focus on some open letters from other groups, including
a group of brave NSW police, a group of Australian lawyers among
others.
Also attached are some links with the latest developments relating to
various issues of the Covid phenomenon including, Lockdown
Harms Early Treatments, Mandatory Face Masks. Enjoy!
CMN Communications Team

Other Groups Speak Out
NSW Police Speak Out
A courageous group of 70 NSW police wrote
an open letter to the Michael Fuller, the Police
Commissioner of New South Wales, raising
concerns about the responses to the Covid
phenomenon. Their 'whistleblowing' efforts
have caused considerable reaction and
instigated an inquiry by NSW police
authorities. The letter is available at this
website called' Cops for Covid Truth'. A
follow up letter by a Public Order and
Response Team officer has also just been
published on the site. Read more...

Australian Lawyers
Network
A network of concerned Australian Lawyers
have written an extensive and detailed open
letter to Heads of Government, raising
concerns about the legality of many of the
responses to the Covid phenomenon by

Australian governments. Their website which
contains extensive exhibits and resources,
including the open letter, can be viewed
here...

INFORMATION and LINKS
1. Early Outpatient Covid Treatments
CMN Letter to TGA on the
Banning of HCQ
This week the CMN wrote to Professor John
Skerritt of the TGA, raising concerns about
the ongoing ban on Hydroxychloroquine
and the neglect of early treatments for
Covid illness, despite the extensive
and growing international evidence
regarding its safety and efficacy. The letter
can be accessed at our website from
tomorrow.

Prof Peter McCullough
Interview on 'The Outsiders'
Last week the CMN organised for Prof
Peter McCullough to be interviewed on
the Sky News program 'The Outsiders'
with Rowan Dean and Team. Despite
Peter's orange running jacket ( long
story), the live interview from his home in
Dallas Texas, was excellent. Watch here...

Everything you need to know
about early treatments of
Covid....

c19study.com
metahcq.com
covexit.com
aapsonline.org

2. Lock Down Harms and Costs
Evidence Not Fear
This excellent website examines the
evidence behind the Covid phenomenon
and the responses to it. It asks:
What is the scientific and medical basis
for the measures being put in place for
COVID-19? Should we wear face-masks?
Is social distancing helpful? Did lockdown
prevent deaths?

ABC Four Corners:
Surviving Australia’s CO VID -19
recessio n
“How am I going to pay the bills? How am I
going to feed my child?” Performer, Regional
NSW
Australia is in the deepest economic
downturn since the Great Depression with
decades of economic growth brought to a
halt as the result of the coronavirus
pandemic. Watch here...

3. Mandatory Face Masks
Masks: The Science &
Myths
This excellent 23 minute video by Dr Lee
Merritt, MD explains the science behind
face masks and pandemics, detailing the
myths and falsehoods about their use.
Delivered on October 16th 2020 at the
'America's Frontline Doctors' Summit, it is
all you need to know about the topic of
'Face Masks and Covid'.

Masking lack of evidence
with politics
Drs Tom Jefferson, Carl Heneghan from
Oxford's Centre For Evidence Based
Medicine Centre provide an excellent
background of the avauilable medical
literature on the use of masks for viral
respiratory illness pandemics

Dehumanising Face Masks
Patrick Fagan wrote an excellent cultural
and psychological critique of mandatory
face masks, explaining how the problems
go far beyond whether they are effective
or not. He details many of the subtle
psychological and social harms, arguing
that face masks are a form of
dehumanisation. A perspective worth
considering as the habit of face-masks
seems to have caught on in Melbourne.

Global Collateral Site
Evidence Not Fear
THE AGE: Experts warn of deepening mental
health crisis
ABC Four Corners: Surviving Australia’s
COVID-19 recession
Prof Ramesh Thankur: Hippocrates cancelled
Dr Alberto Giubilini: The Ethics of Lockdown
Prof Sunetra Gupta: A contagion of hatred

and hysteria
IPA Models Costs: COVID Elimination
Strategy, Massive Costs

Other Groups Speaking Out
NSW Police Speak Out
Article about how NSW police broke ranks
Concerned Lawyers Network
UK Doctors: Us for Them-First Do No Harm
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